
Hrs. Anna harie Ktihne Walko 	 412/94 
327 Vandenberg St., SW 
Washington, DC 20336-4585 

Dear Anna 

Thaide1 you vein, vela much for the two boxes with your 8/101 bad the thanks are 

not from me alone. I'm currently with an extra chore over what keeps me too busy and 

I'm lending these to Dr. Uerald McKnight, my friend and Hood College history professor 

tomorrow. We'll than talk about copies for our friend Dave Wrone, history, Wisconsin-. 
Stevens Paint. If he cannot have them made at Good I'll see if I can get a student to 

do the xeraxing for Wren° on our slow machine. Neither my wife nor 1  ought try that now, 

I because I ma;; not stand still and she because she is having the same problem for a 

while as the result of a fall. 

If you think you may make the trip soon I'll wait with a copy of Oswald in slew  

Orlqaps.If not lot me know and I'll mail it. 

If the enclosed check does not cover all your costs, pleaee let me know. 

After we spoke and youirsaid you aelected about 2300 pages from the CIA Oswald 2u1 
recordo 1  spoke to Jerry became: I was sure he'd want them for the Hood library. Where 
all I have will be and where Sylvia Meagher's records are alfeady and are already in 

form for use.Thankto to aerls giving up most of a summer. He is going to speak to 

the librarian, a fine fellow named Charles Kuhn, to see about the xeroxing if you will 

let thee borrow those pages. If you are willing, when you come up will be a fine time 

because that in the safest possible transportation. When you do, perhaps you would like 

to allow a little mare time to look at the new state-of-the art and beautiful library 

and the special, secure room that was built with such collections in mind. 

I'll give McKnight and Wrone a copy of your letter which also serves as an in-

ventory. 

When you are here remind me th9t 1 have the index of Oswald that was not included 
.:hen it was printed. which wash before that small publisher learned that his reular 
istributor would not handle it. So, to cut their certain loses they did not neve correct 
typos and omitted even the table of contents. 

No, I'll see if I can bet the copy of Oswald in the morning mail 

The five 84-43 items you list are from the subfiles of the mail Dellao JFK assassi-
nation file. Move may have ileen made available since then but in 78-0322, whifh was later 
combined with 78-0420 (New Orleans) I got the subfiles as well as the main file. Anyone 
is xizma welcome and use them if more convenient tha53. at the Archives. I am not phy-

sically able to do the six searching. Perhaps when the college yearp starts I'll be able 

to find a youn:; woman who would like some work. Nose Ile had all graduated. One of them 

io retyping a lengthy me. I must read and correct before she is here again. 
Again our thanks and best wishes, 

Harold Weisberg 	
461//44/ 



Anna Marie Kuhns-Waiko 
327 Vandenberg St SW 
Washington DC 20336-4585 
(202) 574-0586 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Fredrick Maryland 21702 

Dear Harold Weisberg: 

 

TwingeoromeL! 

August 10, 1994 

Enclosed you will find the documents you requested from our 
phone conversation. I am sincerely sorry for the delay , there are 
still the Nov. 1963 transcript to send and more CIA material if you 
want them. You will find the following documents enclosed: 

DOCUMENT NUMBER 	 PAGES 

LBJ TRANSCRIPT JAN-MAR 1967 	 19 
LBJ TRANSCRIPT JAN-FEB 1964 	 36 
LBJ TRANSCRIPT DEC 1963 1 OF 3 	 133 
LBJ TRANSCRIPT DEC 1963 2 OF 3 	 132 
LBJ TRANSCRIPT DEC 1963 3 OF 3 	 111 
CIA DOCUMENTS (REF: PAWLEY) 	 102 
CIA DOCUMENTS 	 27 
DOJCIVIL 182-10001-10020 	 3 
DOJCIVIL 182-10001-10021 	 5 
SSCIA 157-10011-10108 (SPECTROGRAPHIC TESTS) 	 27 
SECRET SERVICE ATTACHMENTS 	 27 
SECRET SERVICE ATTACHMENTS 	 55 
SECRET SERVICE (SMALL REPORT) 	 73 
SECRET SERVICE (LARGE REPORT) 	 266 
89-43-1A28 	 8 
89-43-1A251 	 2 
89-43-1A(122) 
89-43-1A-253 	 2 
89-43-1A69 	 4 

TOTAL 	 933 PAGES 

The only one of your books on the Kennedy Assassination / 
Coverup that I do not have is Oswald in New Orleans: Case for 
Conspiracy with the CIA. It was really nice to talk with you and 
I hope to soon make the trip to see you 	I wanted to make sure 
that you received these materials that we talked about so I will 
send the Nov 1963 transcripts as soon as I am able. 	Warmest 
regards. 

Sincerely, 

Anna Marie Kuhns-Walko 


